On April 20, a wave of concern swept the governing body of the student body of Bryant College, and it was this renewed effort which led to an extensive program of qualified speakers on the subject of the rescaletion of the Vietnamese War. Through the major news media, members of the Senate and other concerned individuals were made aware of disturbances on several other college campuses, and calls for strike votes on other campuses in the immediate Northeast area.

Working furiously into the evening, several dedicated senators left the Senate meeting which was held and open to all students at 8 p.m. on Thursday to set up the Moratorium Central! Employing all possible lines of communication, students called public officials including mayors, governors, senators, and congressmen on the theory that at least one official out of several would be able to appear on unmistakably short notice. It was a long shot, which was destined to work. The most controversial speaker of the day may well have been Dr. Russell DeBurlo, Vice President of Tufts University from Cambridge, Massachusetts. Dr. DeBurlo offered films on "War Damaged Children," along with a commentary on the Committee of Responsibility of which he is a member. Among the notable administrators to speak was Mr. Joseph Hagan, Vice President of Bryant College and former aid to Sergeant Schriever. Among other notables were Father Barrett, college chaplain, William Sweeney, Assistant Professor of Economics, John Jolley, Assistant Professor of History, Alan Schriberman, and Brian Guck, who spoke on "The Military Industrial Complex" and "The Three Imperialisms." It was tentatively planned that Congressman (Father) Drinan of Massachusetts would be in attendance, but he had prior engagements.

The Striking Decision

At the emergency Student Senate meeting on Thursday, a vote was taken which would allow students of this college to strike or not through a vote taken on Friday, the main day of activity. The results were as follows: 770 or 58% voted against the strike, 556 or 42% voted in favor of the strike for a total of 1326.

President Brown Comments on CoCo

This in part is an interview I had with David Brown to discuss the decisions of CoCo Committee, whose meetings were held earlier in the week. Dr. Brown spoke of the new policy of the CoCo Committee entitled "fish bowl," a small room off the faculty Dining Room.

Richard S. Woolf: Dave, you requested this interview to discuss the decision made by the CoCo Committee and the ramifications of these decisions. Would you please state your feelings and expand on any facet you wish?

DB: The CoCo Committee is the faculty committee on college organizations. It's a Federation contractual committee, and its purpose is to serve as a screening committee for proposals that will go to the faculty. As far as the Student Senate is concerned, we put two proposals before CoCo, which numbered No. 38 and 39. We worked on both proposals significantly for quite a long time—a month or two. They were finally approved by CoCo and sent to the faculty to vote on them. They voted down proposal No. 39, which was our second proposal, which was our revised grading system, and the faculty approved No. 38, which has now the policy of this school, but its date of attendance policy. The implementation has been made the 25th of May. What we are running under now is a lane duck policy. It can only hurt the students—those that are on the Dean's List. The new attendance policy that the faculty approved and that the administration has approved says that anyone with a classification number of 2-8 with a 2.0 cut or better have unlimited cuts. Now the faculty approved this. Dr. Manion and I spoke at great length about immediate implementation and then at a CoCo meeting last Wednesday, they decided that the implementation should be at the end of this semester rather than make the change effective immediately. Their reasoning was basically that it would put some faculty members in a precarious position because in the beginning of the semester they laid down certain rules that were based on the policy that is now being revised. That's true. Some professors would run into some kind of student semi-crush. I am sure it would be something that could be handled very easily.

RSW: You mentioned that the policy was changed. If I read you correctly, you are saying that the policy was to be changed and then it went back the way it was before.

DB: Understand the when proposal 39, which was all three sections of the school revised grading system, and the faculty approved No. 38, which was the new school, but its date of attendance policy. The implementation has been made the 25th of May. What we are running under now is a lane duck policy. It can only hurt the students—and the CoCo Committee just did not take the students into consideration when they continued page 10.

Campus Highlight

Photo by Wood

This week's campus highlight features the installation of the new fountain in the first reflecting pond. The impressive new addition is a gift of J. Robert Hillier, architect of the new Bryant College campus. The arrow points to the jet tube, from which the water will shoot fifty feet into the air.
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The Keeping Of Dogs On Campus

Dear Editor:

It was before the Easter Holiday that a movement on the part of a few dog owners decided to unleash their canine co-inhabitants. These dogs, allowed to wander aimlessly around the campus, is a privilege, not a right. However, irresponsibility by their masters regarding the freedom to wander the campus, concerned student feeds the student body, could act as a riot, but rather as a wake-up call among the Bryant Indians.

Apathy At Bryant

On Monday, April 24, I spoke briefly in the Rotunda to the students assembled there. I felt a need to lend them a show of solidarity to the administration that as a student body, we could act as a whole on an issue that we believed in. I did not call for a riot, but rather an awakening of the chief among the Bryant Indians. Unfortunately, however, all that I proved was that we have a hell of a lot of would-be braves who can get excited together but who can act together.

Weeks and Platform with no Thought was a consensus that all those assembled would wait there until I made a second attempt to have our president speak to us. Upon returning to the Rotunda I entered an empty hall. I am at a loss to understand the apathy of students at Bryant College.

The apathy displayed on Monday is symptomatic of a more general lack of commitment on the part of the students. They complain when they don't have good student representation, yet the majority of them fail to vote in student elections. Dormers complain of the quality of food in the cafeteria, but cannot manage to sustain any effective action.

We are all ready to decry the hypocrisy. Yet when forced to take action on our supposed "commitments," we prove ourselves to be the very pallid apathy of Students we condemn.

Normal Bedard

Flash To The Past-October, 1946

Dear Editor:

A matter of current interest and importance to students and faculty alike is becoming more obvious each day. The disagreement of the clocks in each of our dormitories is a serious problem.

This is not a new situation, the seniors will remember its existence in past semesters. It is, however, even worse this year when many students must go constantly from building to building. A few minutes lost because of varying dismissal time often means being forced to be late for a class in another building. Since most of the instructors, under our present marking system, deduct points from final averages for each cut, the cuts become very important to the student.

The lack of an accurate time system affects all of us and it is hoped that corrective steps will be taken.

CG

Hope For Improvement

A matter of current interest and importance to students and faculty alike is becoming more obvious each day. The disagreement of the clocks in each of our dormitories is a serious problem.

This is not a new situation, the seniors will remember its existence in past semesters. It is, however, even worse this year when many students must go constantly from building to building. A few minutes lost because of varying dismissal time often means being forced to be late for a class in another building. Since most of the instructors, under our present marking system, deduct points from final averages for each cut, the cuts become very important to the student.

The lack of an accurate time system affects all of us and it is hoped that corrective steps will be taken.
D.O. Wine Tasting Party

Campus notables enjoy various wines of exciting bouquet at Delta Omega Professional Society sponsored its first Wine Tasting Party. Without question, it proved to be a successful event for the approximately 100 students, faculty, and administration that attended. Various imported and domestic wines were served and the individual was given a brief history of each, including where and how it was made, and the proper method of tasting it. In the future, Delta Omega plans to sponsor similar events. Delta Omega's next event will be its Young Alumni Banquet.
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Kolish Here Again?

John Kolisch, renowned hypnotist and mentalist will be the feature of Parent's Weekend on Friday night, April 28. Kolisch has appeared at Bryant numerous times in the past few years and never stops amazing the audience with his fascinating program. Hypnotism is an induced state of physical and mental relaxation characterized by heightened susceptibility to suggestion and increased powers of concentration and perception. John Kolisch converts it into an astounding audience participation program rated as one of the best in show business. He features practical demonstrations of hypnosis, mass hypnosis, and post hypnotic suggestion.

New GLC Officers

President Steve Benn
Vice President Bob Reynolds
Treasurer Mike Carrih
Secretary Donna Messers

This Weekend At Country Comfort

This weekend Country Comfort will again offer unique entertainment on both nights. Friday night Steve Snyder and Bob Irwin will be appearing. It should be noted that the fees they receive for playing will be donated to the Committee of Responsibility, an organization that helps the homeless orphans in Vietnam. Also on Friday night the movie Z will be shown after the group ends.

Saturday night entertainment will be provided by Joe Bonfiglio, a student at Providence College.

Refreshments consist of coffee, cider, hot chocolate, cookies, candy, apples, and grinders. In closing, we hope to see you there again this weekend, so bring yourself and your friends.

New Approach to U.S. Government Course

The course in American Government offered at the University is designed to prepare you for the challenge and responsibilities of an officer's commission. And, give you the chance to go on to flight school to earn those famous silver wings as an Air Force pilot or navigator.

OTS is your chance to break away from the crowd and be recognized. For all the facts, mail in the coupon. Or, call 800-631-1972 toll free.

Remember, with an Air Force future, the sky's no limit.

Champion Term Papers
688 Beacon Street (606) Boston, MA 02115

Research Material for Term Papers, Reports, Theses, Etc. Lowest Prices, Quick Service. For Information Write or Call: (617) 358-2700.
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A Publication of the Undergraduate Students of Bryant College.

The views and opinions expressed in this publication are those of undergraduate students and may not necessarily reflect the official policy of the university.

Some Grad Schools Are More Challenging Than Others.

It's graduation day and there you stand...diploma in hand and future in doubt. You could go on to graduate school. Or you could look for a job. But today's ever-tightening job market, or, you could put your education to work immediately by applying for the Air Force's Officer Training School program.

Upon qualification, you'll find yourself beginning 12 weeks of specialized study designed to prepare you for the challenge and responsibilities of an officer's commission. And, give you the chance to go on to flight school to earn those famous silver wings as an Air Force pilot or navigator.

OTS is your chance to break away from the crowd and be recognized. For all the facts, mail in the coupon. Or, call 800-631-1972 toll free.

Remember, with an Air Force future, the sky's no limit.
Blood Drive
Set For May 4

The annual Blood Drive will be held on Thursday, May 4th, from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in Room C207 next to the lower lounge. Bryant College maintains a
Blood Bank which was
started in 1955. Since that time approximately 75 pints of blood per year have been used by members of the
Bryant Family.

As of April 28, we have only 17 pints of blood left on deposit. The supply is
replenished through this
Blood Drive appeal. All
students and their immediate
family can draw upon this
supply free of charge in time of need. Members of the
faculty, secretaries, staff
members, and maintenance
crews are also covered.
Everyone is, therefore, responsible for replenishing
the supply on deposit in the
Bryant College Blood Bank
which is maintained at the
R.I. Hospital.

One hour of your time and
the donation of a pint of
blood could save a life... it
could be your own. If you
care to contribute, please
observe the following
instructions: Report to
Room C207 between 10:00
a.m. and 2:00 p.m., and if
possible, pick up donor cards
through the activities office,
dispensary, faculty offices
and library. Fill out card.
Return card to the activities
office or the dispensary.

Fruit, Juice, Coffee, and
doughnuts will be served in
the lower lounge.

It is up to you to replenish
the Bryant College Blood
Bank.

Anyone who gives blood
please pick up a copy of the
rules in the Activities Office.

ONE MAY NOT DONATE IF:
You have a cold or allergy at time of donation.
You have had jaundice or hepatitis. (Never donate)
You are under the age of 18.
You have had major surgery within last 6 months.
You have had minor surgery within last 3 months.
You have been in the Armed Services within 2 years and
in a malarial zone.

NO ALCOHOL 12 HOURS BEFORE DONATING.

No heavy meals or fatty foods should not be eaten
before donating. You may eat toast and jelly and have
regular coffee up to time of donating.

Rent-A-Narc

"Extra agents when you
need them. For large or small
jobs. In the community,
correctional institutions,
industrial plants, on campus,
in schools, many other
situations. 'Rent-a-narc!'"

Thus begins an ad for
Universal Detective Inc. in the
February issue of Justice
magazine. According to the
information the price is $200
a week (first and last week in
advance) for four to thirteen
weeks. The police
department employing the
agent would also pay for all
drugs purchased.

The promotional materials
includes the following
testimonial from the Chief of
Police of Hampton, N.H.:
"The last agent you sent to
us was John Baum and in
my opinion he was the best so
far. If feel the work he did for
us was outstanding in this
ever ending (sic) battle. John
was a real joy to work with
and my detectives have the
greatest regards (sic) for him."

I also included the following
quote from the International Narcotic
Report: "These agents
undergo a basic training
procedure to familiarize
them with the different types of
dangerous drugs and
narcotics. They also undergo
training where they are
familiarized with the
different types of slang that
are used by pushers and users
on the street... on one
occasion, the agents had the
pushers move into their
cottage, where they would
break up keys of marijuana,
ounces of heroin (sic) and
prepare them for
distribution. Many of the
small dealers and users in the
area were arrested due to the
efforts of these agents."

Entrapment, anyone?

Reflection On Drama

by Agnes Rawnsley

Drama has existed for a
number of years at Bryant,
but it is only in this semester
that a course has ever been
offered for credit. This
course was labeled Eng. 20A
meeting on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays at 9
a.m. in Room 362. There still
exists a drama club, the
Masquers, that is presently
getting a children's play
together; this form of
student activity will continue
at the school. The innovation
lies in the drama workshop
concept. This approach is a
little more formal. It tries to
expose the student to all
aspects of drama production and
tries to involve as many
aspects of putting on a play as
is possible.

The concept of a drama
workshop was presented to
the Curriculum Committee
of the college a number of
years ago with a strong
endorsement from Prof.
Robert Birt, Chairman of the
English Dept., but for various
reasons, the idea did not come
to fruition until the spring of
1972. Now that the workshop
has been on the boards, it
might be a good idea to try
and see the entire picture by
moving back in time to the
beginning of the semester, and
find some of the people who
were involved in the
beginning.

The business of the
student having an interview
with the instructor before
getting permission to take
the workshop was presented to
the Curriculum Committee

Final curtain call for the members of the cast of "Black Jack Rides Again."

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO CHARLES FIEDLER AS HIS SUCCESSIONS HONOR HIM WITH AN EVENT WHICH WILL BE VERY MUCH A PART OF HIS
COLLEGE MEMORIES!"
took this vote and decided to implement the policy at a later date.

RSW: Would you say that these are just your feelings or working on behalf of the students? I mean, are you one of the majority of students who may not understand the way the government works here, it is an amazingly intricate thing. There is a lot of subtly involved. The students' concern is what rule and regulations that they don't take

possibility of making changes. We should be

completely taken out. As far as voting, that the

wa

way the government has been approved by all three

of them may only serve to compromise something that was set in the beginning. We apologize for that, but the policy that should not be

held back because of a few teachers. We would appreciate

for the new policy that they are being inconvenience.

We would appreciate it if they would suffer the inconvenience because if not, the students are the ones that will suffer. They are the ones who have the

students. I myself have

are putting the students body

are fighting for degrees that the teachers already have. I am very
did not happen. I think that it is

alasly precedent to set and I think that is what they have done.

RSW: Now that the Student Senate has taken a stand against the CoCo Committee, does this mean that the non-voting members of the CoCo Committee will either boycott or in some way stop coming to the meetings. The voting members of the Committee itself?

RSW: First of all let's not get into. We are putting the student body against the CoCo Committee. We are not doing that. Put it this way is that is that the voting members of the CoCo Committee would be absorbed. The Student Senate is censuring the CoCo Committee, the whole thing is registered its displeasure with their actions—strong, vigorous displeasure. I will not

boycott the meetings. I think that will only serve to lessen the student role in this school, not that it is that I think the voting members are very

been allowing very nice allowing us to come into their meetings. We can speak freely at their meetings. This is the first time they have lodged the same complaint that I am giving you now at a meeting to them.

RSW: Aren't these meetings for the students? You mentioned they are being sacrificed and that there are no meetings for these meetings for and about students.

RSW: But in this case we will be placed in a role that we want your fraternity or sorority to be No. 1—start thinking of odd, weird, even

costumes and places to take them.

All fraternities and sororities are urged to do if requested.
The Time Of Your Life

In closing last week we mentioned the need for better marriages, and by implication, better sex. This is coming about in the generation before the 21st century. Personality studies are of some help, not only so when we see ourselves therein. Usually we see ourselves others-a minuscule blind spot. This "selecting out" saves some immediate pain or disillusionment but in the long run we are captives of the very personality traits we want changed.

Cultural studies may help, relieving us of pressings decisions and at least preparing us for serious reflection later on. Our cultural habits certainly determine much of our marital successes or failures. Take these, for example, and place yourself in any one of them:

- Folk Culture
- Urban Culture
- Suburban Culture
- Rural Culture

Preference for old ways; tradition oriented; Informal education; practically stressed. Personalities guided by custom, habits, rigid social classes. Male dominated families; sex roles rigidly prescribed.

Urban Culture
Future-oriented; accepts rapid change. Emphasis on experimentation; mass education. Rugged individualism. Families in conflict; similarity in role; family loses its central role. Temporary social relations; variety of different friends.

Suburban Culture
Comfort oriented; similar values. College education expected. Other-directed personalities, team work. Democratic families; sex roles more alike.

Selected social relations. More personal and less temporary.*

Each of these have and are influenced by personality traits, and in turn are changing personality trends toward fulfillment.

Where do you fit in the above schemes?

In a general way personality is a combination of how you feel, act, think. Part of it comes from heredity and part from the environment, though the basic structure is hereditary. Using A. Maslow's fine works on Self-Actualization test yourself on the following:

1. The philosophy of man that states that he seeks pleasure and avoids pain is called: (a) common sense (b) humanism (c) fatalism (d) hedonism

Philosophical views of man's nature include all but which one(s) of the following? (a) fatalism (b) sensationalism (c) rationalism (d) egoism (e) altruism (f) hedonism (g) universalism.

2. Select four influences basic to creating man's behavior: (a) social (b) mystical (c) biological (d) unconscious (e) chance (f) learning.

3. Humanistic psychology views man as: (a) not belonging to animal classification (b) basically good (c) predominately unconsciously motivated and ultimately evil (d) impervious to any influences except personal desires.

Arrange basic needs proposed by A. Maslow in needs theory from basic to highest level of achievement.

(a) love and belonging needs
(b) stimulation needs as activity, exploration, sex, etc.
(c) physiological needs (food, air, water, etc.)
(d) safety and security needs
(e) self-actualization needs

Selecting your answers will come from part routine, part conscious choice, part deliberation. Your composite answers will offer you a guideline to some ideas of what you want from life and what you can give to life. Placed in the context of the above cultures you can then weigh your chances of a successful marriage in a material and psychic (spiritual) sense. Maslow's need theory is deceptively simple; no one denies the need for air but what is self-esteem, and how is it mixed with another party? They have self-esteem, too. Or do they? Is it strong forcing us to avoid them (though they are attractive in other ways) or is it weak, creating a dependency syndrome? Which do we like? To support someone or be supported? Or is the suburban culture our frame of reference-team work, equality of sexes? The Psychological Counselling Center is a college resource. Use it for personal fulfillment and better feelings; Group Therapy available under expert guidance.*

*From Living Psychology by Hershey and Hugo, Macmillan.

Albert J. McAlmon, Director, Bryant Psychological Counselling Center, Rm. 320.

---

Dorm 6 - all girls

Bryant undertook a project to please a few of its students and it was to incorporate into the Bryant Dormitory Village a Co-Educational Dorm. In other words, a dorm with men and women. The applications for the dorms netted approximately 96 guys and 7 girls so, due to lack of interest, there won't be a co-ed dorm. Sorry boys, but there is a possibility of 4 girls dorms next semester. Keep hoping men, but don't hold your breath. As soon as we get the information, we'll pass it on to you. It may be September, but you'll get it.

---

RICCOTTI'S Sandwich Shop

25 Different Sandwiches

APPLE VALLY MALL
SMITHFIELD
ROUTE 44
231-9639
Daily --- 10a.m.--12 midnight

Sunday 12 noon--12

SENIOR CLASS

BOAT RIDE

Sunday, May 7
7:30p.m.

2 Free Tickets to Each Senior

Available in Rotunda

May 1–5
Bryant Masquers Present

'The Wayward Clocks'
by Carolyn Lane

Tuesday-May 9, 1972 4:008:00 p.m.
Place: Bryant Auditorium
Directed By: Bob Calsi

ATTENTION: SENIORS '72
Graduation
Overnight Accommodations
Hearthstone Motor Inn & Restaurant
Route 94, Junc. Rt. 114 A
Sohreh, Mass.

Ask for Bryant Reservation Clerk.
Golf & Swimming
4 Miles East of Downtown Providence.

Pre-Profits Excesses

Priest Motor Sales
New & Used Cars
Complete Auto Repairs & Body Shop.
Phone 231-0620
196 Putnam Ave. Johnston, R.I.
the course does not imply that electives are usually handled in this fashion. The interview was required so that the instructor could inform the prospective students what the workshop concept entailed.

The course being an elective required an interview with Paul Gauthier, Asst. Prof. of English and the person who first proposed the drama workshop course to the Curriculum Committee. The total number of students in the course is 18. The first item on the agenda was the selection of a play based on the ideas of the students, the instructor and the limitations of the stage where the final product would appear. The play selected was Black Jack Rides Again, by Leonard Whibberly. It is a comedy satire dealing with murder.

A quiet moment for two members of the production. Mr. Gauthier answered, "It seems difficult to answer such a question without trying to review the entire semester and to project into the next few remaining weeks. For example, there are some students in the Workshop who have already been enlisted to aid the Masquers (the Student Activities Club) in their production of the children’s play, The Wayward Clocks, a play that we hope to put on for the Youth Guidance children, and hopefully to take out to some of the nearby elementary schools. In looking back over the past ten weeks or so it all appears to be a jumble of disconnected activities and seemingly isolated projects that all somehow coalesced into a coherent production.

Much of the credit for the coordination has to go to the two student directors, Pete Sloan and Bob Powers, and to the student producer, Ken Miller. But to include only these three would be unfair to all of the others, those like Rosemary Bailey and Jay Walsh who wound up with the tedious job of sewing up what must have seemed to them hundreds (actually a couple of dozen) sand bags. And Donna Stroscio who helped with makeup, as did every ‘actor’ who finally learned to put on his own base over which the rest of the stage makeup was pasted, or so the ‘new’ actors felt. And without running through all of the names of the students who elected the course and at the same time giving them all credit for their performances, something to which the various audiences can attest, a couple of students ought to be mentioned, since their work was for the most part hidden while they were working at night in Room 562, and they are David Kinney and Corey Keifetz who built the first functional flats for the college; it’s always too early to forget the people who work with saws and hammers, and the people like Steve Diamond who have to climb into ridiculous places to adjust lights. And of course the people who turned in good, solid performances, and that includes the entire cast, from major parts to the walk-ons, and the poor student who gets no matter what happens, the publicity guy Austin Clark.

The next couple of weeks are wrap-up and then it’s time to think in terms of the next play?"

**Swim Team**

Sundat April 16, the swim team participated in the American Athletic Union of New England (AAU) at the Cranston YMCA.

The fellow who participated in the event were John Johnston, Bob Conners, Mark Rafferty, and Richard Komits. It was stated that the meet which represented 20-30 YMCA’s in Southern New England was one of the most unorganized events the team ever participated in. Along with ‘several hundred kids’ running around the pool area, it took twice as much time than it should have to conduct the competition.

Next year, Mr. Susman plans to enter Bryant into meets with competitive schools in the surrounding New England area.

**The Dominican Order**

The Dominican Order is for men who put their minds where their mouths are.

The Dominican Order is an Order of preachers. But it is an Order of men who base their preaching on intensive contemplation—time spent in study and prayer—so that when they do speak, they have something meaningful to say. The goal of the Dominicans is the salvation of souls through preaching, but not preaching in just the narrow sense of the pulpit. Rather, it is preaching in the expansive, apostolic sense that covers any channel available to communicate Christ and evangelical truth.

In the Dominican Order, each person is recognized for the uniqueness of his personality while living in Christian Community with others—and sharing his ideas and experiences. Prayer, study and apostolic action are the chief occupations in a Dominican house. They form a unity, because Dominican study is a loving, contemplative study of truth. The Dominican Order places a premium on developing an individual’s ability to accept responsibility. Everyone is given a share in decision-making, from the top to the bottom of the Order’s government. Areas of responsibility outside of the Order include: parish work such as counseling and confessional; retreats, missions, teaching in universities, colleges and high schools, writing, publishing and research.

If you like to think before you speak, perhaps you would like to become a Dominican. For more information, mail the coupon below. Or phone Fr. Quigley or Fr. Gerhard at (401) 865-2477. A 24-hour answering service is available; you are invited to call collect.

**DOMINICAN FATHERS**

Box A, Providence College
Corner of River and Eaton Streets
Providence, Rhode Island 02910

Yes, I would like to learn more about becoming a Dominican Father. Please get in touch with me.

Name ____________________________________________

Address __________________________________________

City ___________ State __________ Zip __________

Phone ____________________________

---

**Help Wanted**

$480 Per Month Plus Bonus And Fringe Benefits 24-Hour Appointment Call 243-4257 Full Of Part Time
Bryant College
In The Movies
By “The April Fools”

Mr. Ingham
What Did You Do In The War Daddy?
Mr. Krestley
A Funny Thing Happened On The Way To Woonsneck
Mr. Stearns
The Entertainer
Mr. Jolley
How The West Was "Really" Won
Mr. Provost
How To Steal A Million
Dr. Gould
Shah!
Dr. Wyld
The Joker Is Wyld
Mr. Weaver
A Day At The Races
Mr. Rainhard
Run A Crooked Mile
Dr. Llt
The Fortune Cookie
Mr. Knox
What Makes Sammy Run?
The Hustler
Mr. Soulou
Toys In The Attic
Mr. Birt
Babes In Toyland
Mr. O'Connell
The Thin Man
Mr. Bates
The Battle Of The Bulge
Mr. Robinson
A Plzen In The Sun
Where The Boys Are
Dr. Langlois
The Producers
The Grasshoppers
Dr. Neidie
A Guide For The Married Man
Mr. Clark
The Lost Ley
The Silencers
Help
Mr. Sweezy
Never Too Late
Mr. Alberg
Around The World In 80 Days
Miss Mitchell
Guese Who's Coming To Dinner?
Mr. McKeilop
The Day The Earth Stood Still
Dr. Eratts
Dirty Harry
Somebody Up There Likes Me
Mr. Long
Little Big Man
Cas A Glass Shadow
Dr. Good
The Organization
Mrs. Maresila
Sex And The Single Girl
The TAM O'Shurn
Mr. Arcuri
The Brotherhood
Miss Lynn
Mary Poppins
Mr. Foley
What!
Mr. Gaucher
The Birds
Dr. Jenkins And Mr. Hyde
Mr. Obutlewicz
Bambi
Mr. Camper
Harvey
Mr. McCabe
Never Give A Sucker An Even Break
Diamonds Are Forever
The Honeymoon
Mr. Davis
Getting Straight
The King And I
Mr. Corby
C.C. And Company
Mr. Wood
Anchors Away
Mr. Snyder
The Last Run
Father Barrett
The Cardinal
Beckett
Mr. Piroopoulos
The Shoes Of The Fisherman
Dr. Belcher
The Wizard Of Oz
Mr. Grahter
Little Caesar
Downhill Racer
Miss Smith
The Godfather
Dean Katts
No Bide Of Grass
Mr. Hagan
Joe
Mr. Hatheway
The Thin Film Man
Security
The Gang That Couldn't Shoot Straight
Maintenence
Sandpebbles
Dean Dehner
What Do You Say To A Naked Lady?
Cat On A Hot Tin Roof
ARA Food Service
There's A Girl In My Soup!

New Changes
In Methods Courses

On March 28, the representatives of the Student National Education Association (SNEA) sent to the Education Department a memorandum suggesting changes in the methods courses. The first methods course that an education student will be required to take will next fall, be entirely different from the course that is presently being taught. These students will visit a high school for an observational experience.

It is felt that these excursions will help to orient the student towards the theory and methodology of business teaching, the teaching profession in general, and to typical classroom situations. The business education student will encounter various classroom occurrences from the other side of the desk—that which he will be encountering in a few short semesters. A seminar here at Bryant College will be set up to prepare the student for this experience.

A committee that includes Mrs. Cote, Dr. Morrison, Mrs. Patterson, and Dr. Phillips has been set up to implement this change and to study its results. SNEA has yet to name two business education students to the committee for student representation.

Your Astrological Picture
For April — continued

GEMINI (May 22–June 21). Those of you who are of this sign are eternal optimists; however, you are human and heir to nervous tensions. Financially, I would urge you to become thoroughly acquainted with all aspects of a monetary venture before investing in it. Occupationally, your peers exert a great deal of influence on you and your work has been suffering from it. Later on the romantic front, two affairs at once has you a bit confused—it would be best to seek the advice of an older.

CANCER (June 22–July 22). The Cancerian population must be warned NOT to indulge in food or drink to excesses. Money matters should be kept at a minimum during April. You will be experiencing a more challenging occupation—exploit your talents to the fullest. An old flame is due to reappear soon; is it worth the heartache?

LEO (July 23–August 23). Due to neglect, you may have a bout with a respiratory problem. Do not rely on anyone for financial information—be your own judge. Your temper will have to be kept under control at your place of employment as you will be working with some very negative people. Love does not really enter the picture this month, indifference reigns.

Aquarius (January 21–February 18). Changes in the weather may bring on a case of the flu. Be wary of all questionable deals; beware of quick-money tipsters. Are you the cause of the bickering where you work? Are you sure? There will be some pretty heavy temperaments clash. Terrific personality vibrations come into play on your social scene—be your natural self. A rather nice relationship may develop.

The teaching demonstrations in the methods courses will, however, continue since they play a very necessary role in preparing a student-teacher for teaching in a secondary school.

For those students who will be student-teaching next fall, May 3 has been designated as their vacation day to their cooperating teachers. Such a visit will give the student-teachers an opportunity to meet his cooperating teacher, get acquainted with the school and learn about his teaching assignment for the fall. Two other visits are required by the student-teacher. It is advisable that whenever possible, student-teachers be given an opportunity to assist with the class. The student-teacher, of course, has the option of scheduling further visits with the cooperating teacher.

Luncheon or Dinner

AT
The Little Inn Restaurant
103 Putnam Avenue
Johnston, Rhode Island

Open Daily
Including Sundays
11 AM—9 PM
Closed Mondays

Beautiful Dining Room Available
For Party Dates
Up To 100 Persons

Please Call 231—0570
Moratorium from page 1

vot es. Concerning the question “Are you in favor of the Indochina War and any escalation of action?” 1122 or 94.4% were against the war while 61 or 5.6% were for the war. These percentages are not completely accurate, because there were 136 abstentions on the latter part of the entire vote.

With the weekend at hand, strike fever was dying and an awareness of the issues confronting us was becoming the order of the day.

Campus Calendar

May 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16 All day, Ledger, Music Room No. 1
Monday, May 1, 10-12, Registrar’s Office, Room 386.热点 Island Library Association, Auditorium, Room 386, and Dining Room. Thursday, Friday, May 4, 4-3:30 p.m., 10-14 p.m. A.U.E.C. Convention Hall.
Monday, May 4, 4, 5-30-8:30 p.m., 12:30-1:30 p.m. A.U.E.C. Convention, Faculty Dining Room for Reception on Thursday and MainDining Room on Thursday and Friday.
Thursday, Friday, May 4, 5, 3-3:30 p.m., 9-10 a.m. A.U.E.C. Convention Rotunda.
Thursday, Friday, May 4, 5, 4-3:30 p.m., 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. A.U.E.C. Convention, Room 386.
Friday, May 5, 3-3:30 p.m. A.U.E.C. Convention, Rooms 259, 260, 261.

STUDENT EMPLOYMENT

The Student Employment information appearing below is a summary of all jobs phoned into the Student Employment Service in the last month. A Student Employment Directory listing 90,000 summer jobs throughout the U.S. is available for students to review in the Financial Aid Office. The Student Employment Service recommends that you begin applying for summer positions soon, in order that you may be assured of a job next summer.

Magic Chef Sandwich Shop

80 PAGE STREET, WOONSOCKET R.I.
Open 24 Hrs.
Rt. 5 to Rt. 104 North. Follow 104 to 1 block past Woonsocket Motor Inn. Left on Page St.
Bryant’s Place For Night People
After 4:30 Am. Panic Button 762-9872
The results of the first two tennis matches were as bleak as the weather has been. Actually the weather might have had something to do with the results; first there was little time to practice, and second two matches have already been rained out. Not to make excuses but these were really contributing factors in the losses against two strong teams, Stonehill College and Providence College.

Against Stonehill College a team Bryant had previously not faced the individual matches were closer than the overall score of 6 to 3 in matches indicates. Dave Wage at first singles had a tough match which he lost, John Jenkins at second singles lost the finals of the playoffs, and HF: Everything is going to be tough as far as the center but of the game. He was just a matter of winning the close games, which we could have.

SD: What factors make Boston a running club?
HF: We have Covens to get the ball off the boards, and anyone you can gain control of the backboards you have to start a fast break, which is a matter of teamwork and unselfishness. SD: Who is going to be your man, your opponent in the playoffs?
HF: Everybody is going to be tough. The playoffs are like a new season, so anytime you get ready for it—mentally and physically. You start all over again.

SD: How would you compare Bellamy as far as centers go?
HF: Well, when he wants to play, he could be one of the best. He's getting up there on age, so I think he can't play 48 minutes a game anymore, but he still can run, shoot, and rebound, and he's men in the league. So when he utilizes his advantages, he can be one of the toughest centers in the nation.

SD: How would you compare Jerry Lucas and Wes Unseld?
HF: That's a matchup. They're both primarily rebounders. Well, Lucas has a great outside shot, but their biggest advantage is in the game is their rebounding ability.

SD: How would you compare a team of three against a team of two?
HF: You're talking about an offensive player against a defensive player. It's most like the irresistible force meeting the immovable object. Sharmen told Chamberlain that it is necessary to score 50 points a game, but just make sure that nobody gets an easy basket under the hoop and from that standpoint, Wilt is blocking everything that comes near the middle. It's easier for him to play defense also. He just stands stationary, and with his long arms, knocks things down.

SD: What is the most powerful center you've played against?
HF: The most powerful all-around center I've ever played against was Wilt. You're going to look at point spreads, and that's it.

SD: Against the Knicks you scored 40 points. Were you surprised?
John Havlicek: No. Things started to fall in place. Buncows were going right and your long arms.

SD: What do you think of Alex Frazier?
JH: He's a real good ballplayer, but he's also a team player, and a lot of offense. He creates a lot of situations. Probably more offensive than defensive.
SD: Coming down court, what are you thinking of?
JH: I never think of what I'm going to do. It's all different. If you think about it, people start to play your thoughts, and you develop a pattern and it's best not to have a pattern.

SD: Do you think you are underrated or overrated as far as the press goes?
JH: No comment.
SD: What does Heinsohn stress as coach?
HF: He stresses our fast break, and the best defensive center this year is Chamberlain, but overall is Nate Thurmond.
SD: What does Tommy Heinsohn stress as coach?
HF: He stresses our game. If we don't get our fastbreak, we won't overpower anybody with our height and we won't score as many points.

SD: How do you think playing second fiddle to Dave Cowens?
HF: I'm not playing second fiddle because I think Cowens is a superior player.
SD: Do you think New York is capable of sweeping the playoffs?
HF: New York is capable of sweeping the playoffs easily because they have the talent and they utilize their assets.

SD: Do you think Havlicek is overrated or underrated?
HF: I think he is underrated. The man is a great athlete, he does it all.
SD: Do ballplayers ever look at point spreads?
HF: No! That's ridiculous. We're not at a point where we're associated with gamblers nor are we allowed to bet on games, so we don't look at that nonsense.

SD: Do you think that any basketball has been fixed?
HF: Well, college ball has been fixed. They have caught several individuals shifting points, but in the pros it's not worth it.
SD: What's the Celtics game this week?

SD: What is your overall opinion of the season?
Henry Finkel: Well, needless to say it has to be because we wound up as the eastern division champions, and we won most of the nights. I think it all goes to show if we don't get into the finals of the playoffs, and that's what we are headed for now. We're going to play one series at a time. We take Atlanta first, then the winner of the N.Y.-Balt. series, and then back to Boston, and that is the most important one.

SD: In the beginning of the season, did you think you could make it to the finals as the Knocks as easy as you did?
HF: Well, I knew it would be an even match, it's a mystery. SD: What is your role in the team of John Jenkins and Dave Wage?
HF: He stresses our fastbreak, and the best defensive center this year is Chamberlain, but overall is Nate Thurmond.
SD: What does Tommy Heinsohn stress as coach?
HF: He stresses the running game. If we don't get our fastbreak, we won't overpower anybody with our height and we won't score as many points.

SD: How do you like playing second fiddle to Dave Cowens?
HF: I'm not playing second fiddle because I think Cowens is a superior center.
SD: Do you think New York is capable of sweeping the playoffs?
HF: New York is capable of sweeping the playoffs easily because they have the talent and they utilize their assets.

SD: Do you think Havlicek is overrated or underrated?
HF: I think he is underrated. The man is a great athlete, he does it all.
SD: Do ballplayers ever look at point spreads?
HF: No! That's ridiculous. We're not at a point where we're associated with gamblers nor are we allowed to bet on games, so we don't look at that nonsense.

SD: Do you think that any basketball has been fixed?
HF: Well, college ball has been fixed. They have caught several individuals shifting points, but in the pros it's not worth it.
SD: What's the Celtics game this week?
Bryant Golf Team Returns From Florida

The Bryant College Golf team under veteran coach Art Boulet has made a successful Southern Trip. The Indians finished 37th out of 63 teams in the University of Miami Invitational. Most of the teams finishing ahead of Bryant were Southern schools where golf is played year round. Bryant was led by Dennis Read, their number one man, whose 79 was Bryant’s best. Dennis holds Bryant records for lowest individual round (69) and lowest total average (73.5).

Bryant defeated Armstrong State, a strong Georgian college on the way back from Florida. Bryant was led by Wayne Pacheco and John Williams, who matched par for the day.

The importance of the Southern trip has been shown in Bryant’s first ten matches against Southern colleges. Larry Ostrower and Wayne Pacheco led Bryant to victories over Suffolk and Roger Williams with fine 78 and 79 rounds at Rehoboth Country Club. Then Bryant beat New Haven, Eastern Connecticut, and Western Connecticut as Dennis Read and Larry Ostrower came up big.

At Babor, Bryant met its first defeat by a 4-3 score to Babor but beat Stonehill 5 1/2-1 1/2. Bryant then beat New and Worcester State at home with Dennis Read medalist. In our most recent match, Bryant shut out Merrimack College 18-0. The Indians were led by Dennis Read (77) and Paul Choutka (78). It would be totally unfair to credit Bryant’s fine 9-1 record to the play of a few people. This team is the strongest in Bryant’s history and its overall strength is the contributing factor.

S.M.U. Nips Bryant In Dual Meet

The Bryant track team has been short of talent and personnel all season long, but the team still managed to win despite the problem. Unfortunately, the depth and talent problem finally caught up with Bryant as Southeastern Massachusetts University defeated Bryant 84-61 last Wednesday at S.M.U. Coach Reinhardt’s trackmen managed only six first place finishes, and simply could not pick up enough second and third place points to overcome the deficit. Fortunately, the meet did provide a few bright spots for Coach Reinhardt.

Bra¨n was easily the best thing for Coach Reinhardt. Bra¨n Raul continuation added to his current school record by hurling the shot perfect 49'9 1/2'. Freshman John Jenkins took a second place in the discus and set a new school record with his throw of 124'. Tom Walsh, who won the javelin, set a new school record in the event and qualified for the New England meet with a throw of 161'5". Murray Williams added to the Bryant collection of records by triple jumping to a new 40'6" mark. Bruce Hall set the last Bryant field record of the day by long jumping to a 20'1 1/2 mark and a first place finish.

In the track events, Bryant performers continued to smash school records. Steve Olson took a second place in the mile and also managed to

Bryant College Gold Team line-up by position:

Dennie Read, senior
Wayne Pacheco, junior
John Williams, sophomore
Paul Choutka, junior
Rick Eden, junior
Gary Rick, senior captain
Larry Ostrower, sophomore
Alternates: John Spagnolo, junior; John Sullivan, sophomore; Gary Gibeault, freshman.

Pros from page 11
HK: Yes, They can’t find anything else that’s wrong. I haven’t been in a playoff in the three years I’ve been here, so they have to write about something—there’s their own feelings, I guess. I don’t know.

SD: Do you ever state things about owners trying to drive out the white players?
HK: No. Not at all.
SD: What’s the story about you and the press?
HK: They write what they want to write. They use me as a scapegoat, that’s all.
SD: You’re being used as a scapegoat?
HK: No. I didn’t say that.

S.D.: n o t th e y we re expressing their own feelings, not mine.

SD: You seem to be a controversial player?
HK: No, No. I’m not. The newspaper makes me controversial.
SD: How did you pick up the name Bucky?
HK: I don’t know. I had it

Baseball From page 10
what proved to be the only run Bryant would need. He lead off with a walk, stole second and advanced to third on the walk. He went into center field. He then scored on a single by Brian Ahern. Ahern

Dutchland Farms

Congraduates Bryant
On Its Dedication Weekend
Pleasant View Avenue
Next To Mac’s Package Store

You remember A & W Root Beer from your home town, well now there’s one only 5 minutes from campus.

A & W Root Beer
Route 44 Greenville
Phone 949-9892

FREE Chubby Chicken Jr. Dinner
2 Pieces of Chicken
French fries Cole Slaw - Roll
When You Buy 2
Get The Third One Free
Offer Expires May 5, 1972

A & W